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Abstract

In this paper, we present a novel Deformable Neural
Articulations Network (DNA-Net), which is a template-
free learning-based method for dynamic 3D human recon-
struction from a single RGB-D sequence. Our proposed
DNA-Net includes a Neural Articulation Prediction Net-
work (NAP-Net), which is capable of representing non-rigid
motions of a human by learning to predict a set of articu-
lated bones to follow movements of the human in the in-
put sequence. Moreover, DNA-Net also include Signed Dis-
tance Field Network (SDF-Net) and Apearance Network
(Color-Net), which take advantage of the powerful neural
implicit functions in modeling 3D geometries and appear-
ance. Finally, to avoid the reliance on external optical flow
estimators to obtain deformation cues like previous related
works, we propose a novel training loss, namely Easy-to-
Hard Geometric-based, which is a simple strategy that in-
herits the merits of Chamfer distance to achieve good de-
formation guidance while still avoiding its limitation of lo-
cal mismatches sensitivity. DNA-Net is trained end-to-end
in a self-supervised manner directly on the input sequence
to obtain 3D reconstructions of the input objects. Quanti-
tative results on videos of DeepDeform dataset show that
DNA-Net outperforms related state-of-the-art methods with
an adequate gaps, qualitative results additionally prove that
our method can reconstruct human shapes with high fidelity
and details.

1. Introduction

Dynamic 3D human reconstruction is a long-standing
problem, which requires us to (i) track human movements
at the pixel-level throughout every frame (RGB or RGB-
D) of an input stream, and (ii) reconstruct the human 3D
shape based on the tracked movements. Resolving this
problem is an essential step in understanding the 4D world
(i.e., the 3D world within the temporal dimension), and

opens a door to a wide range of computer vision applica-
tions, such as automatically creating and controlling realis-
tic avatars in AR/VR environments. On one hand, template-
based methods (8; 26; 33) have achieved considerable re-
sults in 3D human pose tracking, however, their reliance on
a pre-designed human model (17) significantly limits their
reconstruction capability, making it impossible to fully cap-
ture varying human clothes or be applied to cases where
the human is partially observed (e.g., videos of the upper
body). On the other hand, template-free methods such as
DynamicFusion (20) and OcclusionFusion (16) do not re-
quire a pre-defined model and can process an arbitrary ob-
ject, however, their frame-by-frame paradigm accumulates
error created during the process, which easily leads to fail-
ure for extreme cases where the object movements are too
large.

Recently, with the success of neural radiance field net-
works (18; 31) (NeRF) in stationary scenes reconstruction
from multiple RGB images, (24; 25) leverage them to model
short RGB videos of dynamic object by training a multi-
layer perceptron (MLP) to model a volumetric deformation
field. Such MLP warps observed points from each frame
to a canonical space, so that corresponding points in every
timestamp are projected to the same location in canonical
space. Nevertheless, their performance degrades drastically
on long videos with excessive motions due to their prone-
ness to local minimas. Alternatively, LASR (34), ViSER
(35), and BANMo (36) propose to model deformations from
a RGB video by a set of nodes representing articulated
bones, with an observation that objects movements are con-
trolled by articulated bones, and points in a region around a
bone should move rigidly with that bone. Yet, RGB images
create geometric ambiguities and unstable results, which
causes artifacts and inaccurate final reconstructed shape. In-
spired by the idea of articulated bones for deformation mod-
eling and motivated to resolve the geometric ambiguity, we
propose a novel method, namely Deformable Neural Artic-
ulations Network (DNA-Net), which is optimized in a self-
supervised manner only using the input RGB-D video of
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Figure 1. Examples of reconstructed results obtained by our DNA-Net given a RGB-D video. Although being trained in self-supervised
manner solely on RGB-D input and without any prior information as well as known human pose, our DNA-Net can achieve high-fidelity
shapes of non-rigidly moving humans. Examples illustrate top-to-hip pose (top row), top-to-knee pose (middle row), and full body pose
(bottom row).

non-rigidly moving human to densely track every observ-
able point on their surface throughout the video and recon-
struct their observable shape.

Specifically, the core component of our proposed DNA-
Net is Neural Aticulations Prediction Network (NAP-Net),
which reasons on the occupancy grid generated from each
depth frame of the input video to predict bones parame-
ters representing articulated pose of the human in the video.
From the predicted bones parameters of a frame, we apply
linear blend skinning (11) to warp any point in the observ-
ing frame of the video to the canonical space. In this space,
we optimize neural implicit functions (9; 18) to represent
the inferred 3D surface through the signed distance field
(SDF) and its corresponding appearance through the color
field, which we call as SDF-Net and Color-Net for short. All
modules of DNA-Net are optimized jointly only through the
color and 3D cues from the input RGB-D stream without the
needs of external annotations.

Furthermore, not like other articulation-based meth-
ods (34; 35; 36), which rely on an off-the-shelf optical
flow estimator to extract spatial correspondence between
nearby frames, we propose a self-contained, simple yet ef-
fective Easy-to-Hard (E2H) Geometric-based Deformation

loss (E2HGD) to obtain strong cues of geometric deforma-
tion for the optimization process. In short, given source and
target point clouds from two nearby frames, the proposed
loss function computes the deviation between transformed
source point cloud, which is obtained by NAP-Net, and the
target point cloud using forward-only Chamfer distance. As
Chamfer distance is a nearest-neighbor-based metric, which
may likely give false correspondences if the resolved de-
formations are not good enough. Therefore, we propose
an E2H strategy, which starts with sampling only adjacent
frame pairs, then increases the sampled frame distance dur-
ing optimization process. We show that our easy-to-hard
strategy can avoid the drawback of Chamfer distance while
inheriting its merits, which helps obtaining high quality de-
formation cues that are equivalent to optical flow.

Our empirical results show that DNA-Net can recover
high-fidelity results of 3D dynamic humans in various sce-
narios, completely without support of any template key-
points detector as well as guidances from optical flow as
in previous state-of-the-art (SOTAs) methods. Illustrations
are shown in Fig. 1.

Our key contributions can be summarized as follows:

• A novel Deformable Neural Articulation Network
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(DNA-Net) for human non-rigid 3D reconstruction
from a single view RGB-D video stream. DNA-Net
consists of (i) a Neural Articulations Prediction Net-
work (NAP-Net), which models and tracks movements
of the human throughout input video to project ob-
served points into a common canonical space, (ii)
SDF-Net models the signed distance field in the canon-
ical space using the projected observations, (iii) Color-
Net models colors of every surface points. Both
SDF-Net and Color-Net are neural implicit functions,
which inherits the powerful representation of neural
networks. An overview flowchart of the proposed
DNA-Net is shown in Fig. 2.

• We propose an Easy-to-Hard Geometric-based Defor-
mation Loss, which is a self-contained, simple and ef-
fective function in guiding our DNA-Net in solving
the non-rigid movements of human the video. The
proposed loss function helps eliminating the reliance
of previous articulation-based methods on an off-the-
shelf optical flow estimator.

• We compare our proposed DNA-Net with related
methods on various scenarios and experimental results
show that our DNA-Net can consistently achieve lower
geometric error and better qualitative results.

2. Related Works

2.1. Frame-by-Frame Non-rigid Reconstruction

Frame-by-frame non-rigid reconstruction is a very in-
tuitive approach where 3D deformable motion is tracked
and reconstructed in an incremental fashion. As this ap-
proach mainly relies on 3D information, it utilizes RGB-
D inputs captured by commercial RGB-D cameras such
as Realsense, Kinect, Kinect Azure. DynamicFusion (20)
is a seminal work in this approach, which aggregates ob-
servable object surface through each frame by optimizing a
dense volumetric 6D motion field. While DynamicFusion
is solely optimized on depth information to resolve depth
correspondences, follow-up methods leverage RGB infor-
mation to improve its robustness and performance, e.g.,
sparse SIFT correspondences (10), learnt correspondences
(2; 3), or optical flow (16). Other methods incorporate reg-
ularization over the volumetric truncated signed distance
fields (TSDFs) regularization (28; 29). Although these ap-
proaches showed steady improvements over time, they still
suffer a major limitation of the recursive fashion, which suf-
fers from the accumulative tracking errors, and completely
fails if encountering fast motion or extreme noise during the
process.

To overcome aforementioned limitations of frame-by-
frame methods, we follow more advanced learning-based

articulation methods in deformation modeling and human
reconstruction from RGB-D videos.

2.2. NeRF-based Dense Motion Fields

To recap, Neural Radiance Field (NeRF) (18) is a fun-
damental learning-based technique in scene representation
that optimizes a scene-specific MLP for novel views synthe-
sis and rendering given a set of images of the scene. NeuS
(31) and VolSDF (37) are two NeRF variants that are specif-
ically devised for 3D scene reconstruction by modeling the
volume density as a function of the learnt signed distance
fields (SDFs).

Many attempts have been made to adopt NeRF into dy-
namic scenes or objects from a RGB video stream. For
example, (24; 25; 27) model non-rigid motions by addi-
tional functions that deform every observed point forward
or backward in time to its corresponding location, through
a canonical space, in which their NeRF-related parts are op-
erated to reconstruct the scene. However, as there is no cue
provided for deformation functions, these methods heavily
rely on prior camera pose registration using background,
hence they easily fail when object motions are too large and
can only handle very short videos. Most recently, NDR (5)
overcomes those issues by adding depth cues into the set
of loss functions beside RGB cue, and externally utilizing
Robust ICP algorithm (38) for relative camera pose regis-
tration based on the color point cloud of the object at every
frame.

Our method shares several similarities with (5), e.g., we
both incorporate depth cues as one of the constraints, and
we also utilize an external method to pre-estimate camera
poses relative to the object at every frame, although our
proposed registration method is inspired by convolutional
neural networks and reasons on semantically richer embed-
ding features (19). Different from aforementioned works,
our DNA-Net models the dynamic motions by articulated
bones, which helps the model converge more quickly and
more open to applications such as human pose manipula-
tion.

2.3. Articulated Motion Representation

Articulations have a long history of usage in both frame-
by-frame and learning-based methods owing to its effec-
tiveness in representing articulated motion of animals and
humans. Prior works in articulated motion representation
can be categorized into two groups, i.e., template-based and
template-free methods.

Template-based 3D reconstruction methods leverage a
category-specific parametric template shape (17; 22; 26;
40; 41) as a guidance to recover the 3D shapes of com-
monly known input objects with single or multiple views,
e.g., humans (8; 21; 39), quadrupted animals (1; 33). Al-
though template-based methods have achieved great suc-
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Figure 2. An overview of our proposed DNA-Net consisting of three modules: (i) NAP-Net models and tracks movements of the human
to project observed points into a common canonical space; (ii) SDF-Net models the signed distance field in the canonical space using the
projected observation; (iii) Color-Net models colors of every surface point.

cess on these object categories, they cannot be adopted well
to novel object categories (e.g., chicken, fish, bird), parts
of known objects (e.g., upper or lower half human body,
human arms or hands), or known objects with complex ap-
pearances (e.g., lions, giraffe, elephants, or humans with
uncommon garments) without pre-designing proper para-
metric templates.

In contrast, template-free 3D reconstruction methods can
handle arbitrary objects under input-specific self-supervised
learning manner. LASR (34), ViSER (35), and BANMo
(36) together create a series of template-free articulation-
based 3D object reconstruction from RGB videos. These
methods train model shape and articulation learnable pa-
rameters using reconstruction losses on color frames, and
external cues of silhouttes, optical flow that are estimated by
off-the-shelf models (13; 30). Regardless of many impres-
sive showcases are reported, these methods do not perform
robustly in all cases due to the ambiguity of RGB-only in-
puts that the optical flow, which is not fully reliable, cannot
fully resolve.

Our proposed DNA-Net follows template-free approach
and operates over RGB-D videos to be able to reconstruct
human shapes in many cases while avoiding depth am-
biguities. Moreover, we propose a novel Easy-to-Hard
Geometric-based Deformation loss to remove the require-
ment of external optical flow, which is costly to be estimated
but unreliable.

3. Our Method

Our DNA-Net is trained on a specific RGB-D input se-
quence F = {It,Dt}Nt=1 captured by a single sensor,
where It ∈ [0, 255]H×W×3 is the t-th color frame and

Dt ∈ RH×W×1 is the corresponding depth map. Prior
to training, we apply a pre-trained video human matting
model (15) to every image It to obtain a binary mask
Mt ∈ [0, 1]H×W×1 of the human whom we want to re-
construct the shape of. With the binary mask Mt, we can
convert It and Dt into a point cloud of observed human at
frame t, i.e., Ot = {xt ∈ R3, ct ∈ R3}, where xt is a point
in the point cloud Ot, and ct is its corresponding color.

In our DNA-Net, we maintain two spaces including (i)
time-invariant canonical space, where all observations at
every frame is projected into, for training the SDF-Net and
Color-Net to estimate canonical shape of the human, and (ii)
time-dependent observation space at every particular frame
t, where the canonical shape of the human is projected into,
for non-rigid reconstruction of the shape at frame t. An
overview of our proposed DNA-Net is illustrated in Fig. 2.

In the following parts of this section, we carefully dis-
cuss through each module of our proposed DNA-Net, in-
cluding root pose initialization (Sec. 3.1), Neural Articu-
lation Prediction network (NAP-Net, Sec. 3.2), SDF and
Color networks (SDF-Net & Color-Net, Sec. 3.3).

3.1. Root Pose Initialization

Root poses initialization is an important pre-processing
step of estimating per-frame global orientation of the artic-
ulation. The initial root pose aims to reduce training time as
well as helping our model avoid being stuck in local min-
ima, as suggested by (5; 36). In this paper, we define a root
pose of the human in a frame as a coordinate with its center
at their waist, z-axis points to their head, y-axis points to
their front, and x-axis is parallel with their shoulder.

We pre-train a simple RootNet to predict the root pose
from an RGB frame. Following (36), RootNet would rea-
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son on DensePose CSE feature (19) extracted from RGB
image, which allows itself to be trained on simple synthe-
sized data settings while provide more robust predictions to
various scenarios compared to directly reasoning over RGB
data. However, training process of RootNet is not simple
like in (36) as we do not have direct access to the per-vertex
CSE feature of humanoid 3D mesh (19) due to its copyright.
Instead, we utilize a 3D humanoid mesh Ωref from synthetic
dataset of DeformingThings4D (14) as a reference, normal-
ized be in a unit scale and centered at the world coordinate.
Please note that our DNA-Net do not rely on any humanoid
reference mesh, but just utilize the raw root predicted by
pre-trained RootNet.

To generate a training sample for RootNet, we first sam-
ple a camera Cgt = [Rgt|tgt] ∈ R3×4 that is positioned
over a unit sphere surrounding Ωref and always points to
its center. Afterwards, we carefully synthesize several light
sources according to the sampled camera position and do
rendering to obtain a synthesized image of size 224 × 224.
The image is encoded using pretrained Densepose CSE (19)
to obtain a feature map ϕcse ∈ R224×224×16. ϕcse is fed
to RootNet to predict root pose Rroot ∈ SE(3), which is
trained by the following loss function:

LRootNet = L2(Rroot,R
T
gt) (1)

where L2 is a mean squared error loss, and the predicted
root pose is optimized to become the inversion of the cam-
era view.

RootNet is trained once at the pre-training procedure. It
is then employed in all reconstruction experiments. We uti-
lize ResNet-34, which is initially pre-trained on ImageNet
(7), as a backbone of RootNet. We use Adam optimizer (12)
with a batch size of 512 and a learning rate of 10−4 to train
RootNet for 30K iterations. The entire process would take
around an hour to finish.

At deployment phase, given a RGB frame It, we first re-
size it to 224×224 and encode it to Densepose CSE feature
map ϕi ∈ R224×224×16. We then feed ϕi into pre-trained
RootNet to predict the raw root pose Graw

t ∈ SE(3), which
is summarized as follows:

Graw
t = RootNet (DenseposeCSE(It)) (2)

3.2. NAP-Net

As stated above, we model non-rigid motion globally
through a canonical space. A sampled 3D point xt in frame
t can be transformed to any other frame j by consecutively
applying projection Pcan

t : xt → x̃, which transforms xt

to corresponding 3D location x̃ in the canonical space, then
observation projection Pobs

j : x̃ → x̂j , which transforms
canonical point x̃ into the observed frame j. We follow
(35; 36) by modeling such projections through a set of con-
trolling bones.

Specifically, there are two kinds of controlling bones
defined in our work, i.e., (i) a set of fixed bones B̃ =
{P̃b, s̃b}Bb=1 in the canonical space, where P̃b and s̃b are
canonical position and importance radius of a bone b; (ii) a
set of articulated bones Bt = {Pb

t ,R
b
t}Bb=1, at an observed

frame t, where Pb
t ∈ R3×1 is the position of a bone b, and

Rb
t ∈ R3×3 is an rotation of a bone b.
With those two kinds of controlling bones, both canon-

ical projection and observation projections can be carried
out through linear blend skinning (11). Given a 3D point
xt sampled in the observation space of frame t, canonical
projection Pcan

t is formulated as follows:

W b(xt) = exp
( ||xt −Pb

t ||22
(s̃b)2

)
(3)

x̃ = Pcan
t (xt) =

B∑
b=1

W b(xt)Gt

[
(Rb

t)
T (xt −Pb

t) + P̃b
]

(4)

where W b(xt) is a weighted Gaussian function that returns
weight value of xt wrt. bone b of Bt, and Gt is an estimated
root pose at frame t that will be discussed later. Likewise,
the observation projection to frame j, Pobs

j , is applied onto
x̃ and expressed as follows:

W̃ b(x̃) = exp
( ||x̃− P̃b||22

(s̃b)2

)
(5)

Pobs
j (x̃) =

B∑
b=1

W b(x̃)Gj

[
(Rb

j)(x̃− P̃b) +Pb
j

]
(6)

where Gj is an estimated root pose at frame j, W̃ b(x̃) is the
weighted Gaussian function of x̃ wrt. canonical bone b in
canonical bones set B̃.

Our NAP-Net aims to estimate parameters of controlling
bones at every frame of the RGB-D sequence. Inspired by
the success of 3D convolutional neural networks (3D CNN)
in understanding 3D point clouds (4; 6), our NAP-Net uti-
lizes the architecture of 3D CNN in NeuralGraph (4) to
regress controlling bones at every frame of the input se-
quence. Besides, to eliminate noise and unreliable results
from initialized root pose Graw

t , we also incorporate an off-
set regressor into NAP-Net to obtain Gt. Bones Bt and root
pose Gt are realized as following equations:

(Bt,∆Gt) = NAP-Net(Occ(Ot)) (7)
Gt = ∆GtG

raw
t (8)

where Occ(·) is a function that voxelizes the input point
cloud into an occupancy grid (we use a grid size of 64 ×
64× 64 for all experiments).

3.3. SDF-Net and Color-Net

In the canonical space, SDF-Net and Color-Net are de-
fined as follows:
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SDF-Net: We define SDF-Net as a MLP reasoning di-
rectly over coordinates of sampled canonical point x̃ to pre-
dict its signed distance s(x̃) ∈ R to the surface:

s(x̃), f(x̃) = SDF-Net(x̃) (9)

where f(x̃) ∈ R256 is feature vector that is additionally re-
gressed to provide to Color-Net. The human shape is finally
represented by the zero level-set of the signed distance field
realized by the optimized SDF-Net:

S = {x̃ ∈ R3|s(x̃) = 0} (10)

Color-Net: Color-Net is also a MLP that predicts RGB
color c(x̃) ∈ R3 of the sampled canonical point x̃ from its
position, feature f(x̃), and a learnable per-frame appear-
ance code Ψt ∈ R64:

c(x̃) = Color-Net(x̃, f,Ψt) (11)

4. Optimization
Given a sequence of colored point cloud Ot (1 ≥ t ≥

N ), our objective is to optimize the parameters correspond-
ing to learnable code Ψt for each frame, trainable parame-
ters in neural networks of NAP-Net, SDF-Net, Color-Net.
Our DNA-Net is optimized end-to-end by a set of losses,
which can be clustered into three types, i.e., surface losses,
near-surface losses, and E2H geometric-based deformation
loss:

L =
(
Lsdf + Lrgb + Lvis

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

surface

+
(
Leik + Lcov + Lcyc

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

near-surface

+Ldeform

(12)

4.1. Surface Losses

Surface losses are meant to penalize sampled points on
the observed surface at a frame t, i.e., xt ∈ Ot. Let
x̃ = Pcan

t (xt), SDF loss Lsdf encourages SDF predictions
to vanish for these points (absolute values are close to zero):

Lsdf =
∑
xt

∣∣∣∣s(x̃)∣∣∣∣
1

(13)

Next, color loss Lrgb adds constraints on reconstructed
color of sampled point xt ∈ Ot to be as close as its corre-
sponding observed color ct:

Lrgb =
∑
xt

∣∣∣∣c(x̃)− ct
∣∣∣∣
1

(14)

Finally, with an intuition that every observed surface
point always faces to camera, the visible loss Lvis is added
to maintain this property. Specifically, it encourages the an-
gle between the normal of a surface point and camera view
not to be smaller than 90◦:

Lvis =
∑
xt

max
(〈 ∇xt

s(x̃)

||∇xts(x̃)||2
,

vcam

||vcam||2
〉
, 0
)

(15)

where ∇xts(x̃) denotes the gradient of SDF function wrt.
xt, which is also the normal vector at this point. vcam is the
camera view, which is a constant vector [0, 0,−1]T at every
observed frame, and

〈
·, ·

〉
denotes cross inner product of

two vectors.

4.2. Near-Surface Losses

To generate near-surface points, we splat an isotropic
Gaussian, N (xt, σ

2I), on every point xt that is uniformly
sampled from Ot. Denoting x′

t = N (xt, σ
2I), the corre-

sponding canonical point is x̃′ = Pcan
t (x′

t). Additionally, as
the depth map Dt for each frame is also available, we can
easily project sampled point x′

t into the depth map. Com-
paring depth of x′

t with recorded depth value at the corre-
sponding pixel would let us know whether x′

t is outside or
inside the surface. Let denote l′t ∈ {0, 1} is a label of xt to
denote if it is inside (l′t = 1) or otherwise, outside (l′t = 0).

Near-surface losses aim to at constraints on a narrow
band around the observed surface. Particularly, Eikonal loss
(9) Leik plays a role of regularization to encourage gradients
∇x′

t
s(x̃′) to be a unit 2-norm:

Leik =
∑
x′
t

(
||∇x′

t
s(x̃′)||2 − 1

)2
(16)

Coverage loss Lcov encourages the SDF value obtained
by SDF-Net of sampled points that are inside of the surface
to be negative and vice versa:

Lcov =
∑
x′
t

CE
(
sigmoid(100s(x̃′)), l′t

)
(17)

where CE(·, ·) is Cross-Entropy loss function. In the above
equation, we upscale the predicted SDF value s(x̃) by ×100
to reduce the effective area to just a narrow band around
object. Afterwards, we re-scale resulted value to a range of
[0, 1] by Sigmoid function, to match with the requirements
of Cross-Entropy loss.

Finally, cycle loss Lcyc directly regularizes the consis-
tency of NAP-Net through cycle projections. Concretely, it
constrains that if we project a point x′

t in frame t into canon-
ical space by canonical projection Pcan

t and then project
the result back to the same frame by observation projection
Pobs
t , then the final result should be located at the same po-

sition as the original position. Such constraint is formulated
as follows:

Lcyc =
∑
x′
t

∣∣∣∣∣∣Pobs
t

(
Pcan
t (x′

t)
)
− x′

t

∣∣∣∣∣∣2
2

(18)

4.3. E2H Geometric-based Deformation Loss

We leverage a simple Chamfer distance and pro-
pose a novel loss function, namely Easy-to-Hard (E2H)
Geometric-based Deformation Loss (E2HGD), which aims
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at providing high quality deformation cues through the
easy-to-hard strategy. We firstly introduce a general
geometric-based deformation loss from a pair of frames t
and j, then, we will go further into how we conduct an easy-
to-hard strategy.

Given a surface point observed from frame t, xt ∈ Ot,
we denote its transformed version in frame j as x̂j =
Pobs
j

(
Pcan
t (xt)

)
. Now, the geometric-based deformation

loss between frames t and j is designed as follows:

Ltj
deform =

∑
xt

0, if
〈 ∇x̂j

s(Pcan
j (x̂j))

||∇x̂j
s(Pcan

j (x̂j))||2 ,
vcam

||vcam||2

〉
< 0.

FCD(x̂,Oj), otherwise.
(19)

FCD(x̂,Oj) = min
xj∈Oj

||x̂− xj ||2 (20)

where FCD(x̂j ,Oj) computes forward-only Chamfer dis-
tance (FCD) between transformed point x̂j and point cloud
Oj of frame j.

Concisely, the above equation only returns FCD when
the normal of the transformed point x̂j faces to the camera
view at frame j, which means that it belongs to a visible
part of the human at j, i.e., Oj . Contrarily, a point with a
normal vector not facing to the camera view belongs to the
occluded part of the human at j, therefore it does not belong
to Oj and taking its FCD value into account will add noise
to the total loss.

As FCD only returns the nearest distance from the query
point to the search point cloud, it is unreliable because of
its sensitivity to local mismatches (32), especially when the
query point is far from the point cloud of interest. This case
happens when we sample a pair of t and j frames that are far
away but NAP-Net is not yet capable to model accurate de-
formation. Thus, we propose an simple easy-to-hard strat-
egy, which starts with closest pairs of frames and increases
the difficulty of the sampled pairs when our NAP-Net has
learned well to model deformations of easy pairs.

Specifically, given that we are at a training iteration i
and I is the total number of iterations, we define a linear
sampling schedule as follows:

d(i) = max
((

dmax − 1
) i− ibegin

I − ibegin
+ 1, 0

)
(21)

where dmax is a pre-defined threshold for maximum sampled
distance between two frames, ibegin is the iteration where
we start increasing sampled distance between two frames.
With the above equation, given training sample at frame t,
E2HGD loss randomly samples an integer d in a range of
[−d(i), d(i)] and compute deformation loss. The procedure
is formulated as below:

j = t+ round
(
U
(
− d(i), d(i)

))
(22)

Ldeform = Ltj
deform (23)

where round(·) rounds the input value to the nearest integer.

5. Experiments

Implementation Details: Following (31), we initialize
weights of SDF-Net to be approximate a unit sphere. Then,
our proposed DNA-Net is trained end-to-end using Adam
optimizer (12) with a learning rate of 5× 10−4 and a batch
size of 128 frames. In all of our experiments, we train our
networks for 60K iterations on a machine equipped with a
single NVIDIA RTX A6000 48GB GPU.

For each frame in a mini-batch, we uniformly sample
1, 500 for observed surface points, free-space points, and
near surfance points, separately. As suggested in (24), we
also applied a coarse-to-fine positional embedding scheme
during the training to achieve high-fidelity reconstructed
shape. For E2HGD loss, we set maximum sampling frame
distance dmax = 30, and ibegin = 104.
Dataset: We mainly evaluate our DNA-Net and compare
it with other baselines on the dataset of DeepDeform (3),
which is a popular benchmark for non-rigid humans/objects
reconstruction. Videos in DeepDeform (3) captured by an
Ipad with an attached structure sensor, color frames from
the Ipad are calibrated to depth frames of the external sen-
sor. All videos are in RGB-D format, with the resolution
of 640 × 480, and captured at 30 frames per second. As
our DNA-Net is trained on each specific input video to ob-
tain 3D reconstruction of its subject, we skip the training
set of DeepDeform. From the validation and testing sets,
there are a total of 20/60 videos having human subjects, in
which there are 4 distinct subjects, therefore, we selected 4
videos out of these videos, each for a human subject for our
experiments.

5.1. Quantitative Comparisons

Metrics: quantitative comparisons are conducted using
the geometric error in centimeters (cm). This metric is
computed by comparing 3D distance depth pixels inside
foreground mask with the corresponding point from recon-
structed mesh. For a video, we compute mean geometric
error of all foreground pixels for a sparse set of frames, and
report the averaged value of these errors.

Method Subset / Video name
val/seq024 val/seq026 test/seq001 test/seq006 test/seq010

LASR (34) 15.78 7.57 4.84 8.99 4.94
BANMo (36) 8.98 6.92 4.04 6.82 7.22
NDR (5) 1.35 1.15 0.71 0.74 0.83
Ours 1.51 0.53 0.32 0.31 0.39

Table 1. Quantitative comparisons on geometric error between
our proposed DNA-Net and other baselines for videos of Deep-
Deform dataset (23). We highlight the best and the second-best
performances. All values are in cm and the lower is the better.
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Figure 3. Qualitative results of our DNA-Net, NDR (5), BANMo (36), and LASR (34) on two videos of DeepDeform (3) (val/seq024 on
left side and test/seq001 on right side).

We compare our proposed DNA-Net with several base-
lines that are most related to ours, which are LASR(34),
BANMo (36), and NDR (5). Table 1 summarizes the per-
formances of ours and other baselines on every video.

Compared to LASR and BANMo, our proposed method
outpeforms with very large margins on all experiments.
Meanwhile, DNA-Net consistently surpasses NDR in all ex-
periments and performs competitively on val/seq024. Such
performance pattern can be explained because LASR and
BANMo does not utilize depth information and suffer from
the 2D ambiguities, while NDR and ours utilizes both depth
and color cues. However, dense motion fields from NDR
shows deficient capability in modeling deformation com-
pared to articulated controlling bones of our DNA-Net.

5.2. Qualitative Comparisons

Qualitative comparisons between our DNA-Net and
other baselines are shown in Fig. 3.

We can observe that although NDR (5) quantitatively
performs better in video val/seq024 and reconstructs hu-
man meshes with a bit higher details, there are still several
frames that it gives defective reconstructions Fig. 3(left).
On Fig. 3 (right), we can see that our DNA-Net can re-
construct much better details than NDR in the head and
arm regions. These observations show that our DNA-Net
well preserves the geometrical properties of reconstructed
surface and performs robustly throughout the entire video
when compared to NDR.

5.3. Robustness of E2HGD Loss

To evaluate the robustness of our proposed E2HGD loss,
we conduct an experiment on two videos of DeepDeform
(3) where we replace E2HGD loss by optical flow guidance
extracted by an external. We follow the training pipeline
in (16) to pre-train RAFT (30) (a SOTA method is optical
flow estimation) on RGB-D videos for optical flow estima-
tion. Empirically, the provided optical flows are accurate
when we set the distance between two frames as 5. As the
estimated optical flow maps are in 2D, we align them with
the corresponding depth to convert them to the 3D scene
flows F t

flow = {xt,xt+5} at every frame t. The replaced

Loss Subset / Video name
test/seq006 test/seq010

Scene Flow 0.28 0.36
E2HGD 0.32 0.39

Table 2. Comaprisons between our proposed E2HGD loss and
scene flow loss.

loss function is as follows:

Lflow =
∑

xt,xt+5∈Ft
flow

∣∣∣∣∣∣Pobs
t+5Pcan

t (xt)− xt+5

∣∣∣∣∣∣2
2

(24)

Comparisons between our E2HGD loss and scene flow
loss are shown in Tab. 2. As we can see, the perfor-
mance improvements with optical flow guidance are not
large when compared with our E2HGD loss. Therefore, our
E2HGD loss is effective and proves to be a lower-cost alter-
native to optical flow guidance.

6. Conclusions

We propose a novel method in dynamic 3D human re-
construction, namely Deformable Neural Articulations Net-
work (DNA-Net), which includes a Neural Articulation Pre-
diction Network (NAP-Net) that learns to predict articu-
lated controlling bones to model non-rigid motions of hu-
man in the input video. DNA-Net also includes powerful
neural implicit functions to model 3D shape and appear-
ance of the human. Both quantitative and qualitative results
show that DNA-Net outperforms other SOTA methods. Fur-
thermore, we propose a novel easy-to-hard geometric-based
loss, which is proved to be a low-cost alternative to optical
flow in providing deformation guidance to train DNA-Net.

Limitation: Although obtaining human reconstructions
with high fidelity in most cases, DNA-Net, as a learning-
based method, still needs a lot of time to be trained com-
pared to frame-by-frame methods that run in real-time.
Therefore, there is still a long way to incorporate DNA-Net
into real-world applications.
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